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+

8/20/77 MDMA -> LSD. 160mg MDMA at [2:00]q.v. + 40µg LSD [0:00] - an overall
very light +- but the effects were LSD. not sober-MDMA window. max at [1:302:00] then gradual slope off.

+++

8/23/77 MDE + LSD 160 MDE + 60µg LSD 10:30AM=[0:00][0:33] start [0:40] not
too noisy, but very nice window - to + one - still only MDE [0:45] find
strengthening by LSD? - to a ++ and very nice. This seems to be building
up in mini-plateaus. [0:53]. still developing [1:00] full ++ - concept that
this (MDE) can be considered as an anti-LSD, convert LSD -> window; ∴
antipsychotic? I may be +++. [1:45] steady, erotic is fun but not worth the
bother. [2:15] still ++ [2:45] beautiful place. [3:00] still ++ ej [4:30]
down then ++ to + [5:00] below + [6:00] nearly out [12:00] (an addn 40 MDE
at [1:30]-> Σ 200 - wasted).

+++

8/28/77 MDE + LSD 160 MDE + 80µg LSD (to check "functional" tolerance of
yesterday's aleph (ℵ-4) on window 9:41=[0:00][0:23] alert [0:27] noisy
start [0:34] yesterday's lesson is clear - LSD is aleph + window - this
again seems to develop in plateau - [0:45] I feel the window contributions
of LSD are being noticed [0:55] at ++ - pure window [1:15] at +++ functional - anti-erotic [2:20] dropping [2:45] more down [3:30] mentally
clear - teeth gritty and some eye-pop. MW noticed this & dilation [4:30]
still a little abrasiveness.

++

9/7/77 MDE+LSD 120 MDE + 60µg LSD 6:48AM [0:24] alert [0:30] noisy underway
[0:45] pretty much open window [1:00] full ++ [1:30] super window - full ++
to +++ [2:15] beautiful piano [2:40] pretty + one [3:20] some LSD-like
aspects of residual intox. [4:15] + 60mg MDE [4:50] rekindle window without
any noise [5:30] physically brittle f. MDE - still a little window [9:00]
out - good lab work [13:00] out entirely - good sleep at [18:00]. ++ to +++

+++(+) 10/18/77 MDPR+LSD at [-4 to -6] 180mg MDPR. + 60µg LSD [0:21] alert [0:27]
start of very nice window. plateau at 10% [0:45] will into a ++ window
[1:10] on impulse -to Bardt- to S.F. full +++. I want to explore [1:20]
concrete undulation - full adventure [1:50] incredible foreign world from
Powell st station - up Powell - up Geary - up Taylor - club is completely
foreign. exciting & immense +++ if not more. [2:30] from club to porno movie
- fantasy & erotic - the S.F. wandering in the est application - just assay
into world on impulse - [4:30] back to Club - clearing. [6:00] French class
- still + but in good wit and control. [9:00] probably clear. Overall Extraordinary beautiful, foreign day. at +++ easily and the alien nature
puts it almost to 4+
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